Perdick, A. (2014a) *Verbs of essence*. (a) A set of alternative methods used in an area of activity (e.g. research, praxis);


Planning (from Planning) The operation of preparing for the future; the procedure varies in protocol and degrees...

Heuristics (from Heuristics) A considered or thoughtful decision, or a sensible conclusion such as a classification, insight...

Aim (from Aim) A desired achievement. Goals are usually expressed in more concrete terms than objectives, so...

Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary · απόδειξις [Gk], with, together + ἀπόδημος [Gk], work + ἐπίθετος [Gk], hand; originally in the sense 'to put [a horse] through the paces of...'

Exactness (from Exactness) A characteristic of something in which it is very accurate; the ability to produce an intended outcome; typically attributed to the action (X to Z...)

Rational (from Rational) Having to do with reason, good sense, or common sense; sensible — i.e. achieving the best outcome with the least...

Transaction Chain Diagrams · ανάσημα [Gk], sign) The study of signs as expressions of...

Diagnosis (from Diagnosis) A technique used to discover the action in a planning operation. Contrary to fore...

Semantics (from Semantics) A considered or thoughtful decision, or a sensible conclusion such as a classification, insight...

Causal Diagram (from Causal Diagram) A technique used to discover the action in a planning operation. Contrary to fore...

Insight (from Insight) A considered or thoughtful decision, or a sensible conclusion such as a classification, insight...

Criterium (from Criterium) A technique used to discover the action in a planning operation. Contrary to fore...

Aim (from Aim) A desired achievement. Goals are usually expressed in more concrete terms than objectives, so...

J · Ratio. (from Ratio) A financial index representing the benefit to the investor along...

K · GPL. (from GPL) Systems Planner

Q · SEP. (from SEP) Systems Planning

T · Methodic. (from Methodic) Conclusion or resolution reached after consideration; to achieve.

V · SEP. (from SEP) Systems Planning

U · PPD. (from PPD) Systems Planning

Exactness (from Exactness) A characteristic of something in which it is very accurate; the ability to produce an intended outcome; typically attributed to the action (X to Z...)

Rational (from Rational) Having to do with reason, good sense, or common sense; sensible — i.e. achieving the best outcome with the least...

Transaction Chain Diagrams · ανάσημα [Gk], sign) The study of signs as expressions of...

Diagnosis (from Diagnosis) A technique used to discover the action in a planning operation. Contrary to fore...

Semantics (from Semantics) A considered or thoughtful decision, or a sensible conclusion such as a classification, insight...

Causal Diagram (from Causal Diagram) A technique used to discover the action in a planning operation. Contrary to fore...

Insight (from Insight) A considered or thoughtful decision, or a sensible conclusion such as a classification, insight...

Criterium (from Criterium) A technique used to discover the action in a planning operation. Contrary to fore...

Aim (from Aim) A desired achievement. Goals are usually expressed in more concrete terms than objectives, so...